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LOUIS VUITTON DISTRIBUTION CENTER
March 2004
Mineral surfaced fiberglass cap sheet built-up roof system
Multiple leaks caused by splitting and blistering of existing cap sheet.
roof system. Leaks around the drains and roof top equipment.
Granule loss on existing mineral surfaced fiberglass cap sheet.
System used was AM2-PE-252. Power washed the roof, made
necessary repairs to splits, blisters, drains, roof top equipment curbs
using APOC #501 Super-Flash Neoprene and fiberglass mesh.
Applied APOC #300 asphalt emulsion at a rate of 8 gallons per
square with two layers of 40” polyester mesh embedded in a shingle
fashion. Once emulsion system was cured applied APOC #252 Sun
White Acrylic Coating at a rate of 3 gallons per 100 square feet.

Project photos

APOC pre-application support
APOC support during & after
application
Notes and quotes from the contractor

Improvements noticed by facility
owner/manager

Other project notes

Pinpointed low areas on the roof that my cause premature wear and
tear do to potential ponding water. Reinforced with APOC Pro-Tack.
Representative from APOC was on the roof daily to ensure the project
was running smoothly and to answer any question the owner or
contractor may have had.
“The product is very easy to work with and the finished product looks
great. The Sun White acrylic’s reflectivity is by far the best on the
market.” said Will at Central Roofing. “The support APOC gives
Central Roofing and our customers is above and beyond other
manufacturers in the industry.”
There was no down time for the facility while the restoration system was
being applied. It was business as usual. This was possible because the
existing roof was did not have to be removed causing additional
staging areas for dumpsters or dump trucks. The noise level was kept
to a minimum also because there was no tear off or mechanically
fastening of new rolled goods. After the roof was power washed there
was minimal dirt or debris in the air. There were no fumes from a hot
kettle or potential fire danger with using a APP (torch applied)
modified membrane.
The customer received a 10 year NDL warranty for this project.
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